This Trade Mark On any Article Athletic

Gives the implement its true value as to Quality and Official Endorsement. A. G. Spalding & Bros. were awarded the highest honors at the Louisiana Purchase Exposition in competition with the world's makers, receiving a

SPECIAL AWARD
(Superior to a Grand Prize)

consisting of a Gold Medal, for the best, most complete and most attractive installation of Gymnastic Apparatus and Athletic Supplies shown at the World's Fair, and also a

GRAND PRIZE

for their exhibit of all kinds of Athletic Implements, Gymnastic Apparatus, and Wearing Apparel.

In the OLYMPIC GAMES which extended over a period from May to November, 1904, every article used in the Stadium in connection with the games bore the Official Stamp of A. C. SPALDING & BROS. This latest recognition of Superiority and Quality, following so closely on the Paris Exposition, where they were awarded the Grand Prize, established without doubt the position of this firm in the manufacturing and retailing of athletic goods as World's leaders, and places the implements for sport that bear the Spalding Trade Mark beyond competition with all others. At the Pan-American Exposition, Buffalo, 1901, every article used in connection with the world's championship games bore the Trade Mark of

A. G. SPALDING & BROS.
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